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The Georgics Virgil
Virgil hated the instability. The wars affected everyone, even simple farmers. Forced to fight, their farms fell into neglect and ruin. In the “Georgics”, he mourned the ruined countryside.

Bust of Julius Caesar
The biographical writings on Virgil often impose upon his life schemes that relate strongly to the tripartite division of his principal works, theEclogues, Georgics,andAeneid.The course of his life ...

The Virgilian Tradition: The First Fifteen Hundred Years
The poet Virgil remains the most significant and influential figure in Latin literature, and this expanded and updated Companion covers his life, work, and reception from antiquity to the present. The ...

The Cambridge Companion to Virgil
The word “Appendix” asserts that these poems are an addendum to the three canonical works of Virgil(Eclogues, Georgics, Aeneid)that established for the Renaissance the ideal career of the poet. In ...

The Gnat and Other Minor Poems of Virgil
translating Virgil’s Georgics into perfect English hexameters. At the University of Chicago in the days I was a student there, English studies had shed their philological center. A student had to ...

A literary education
It is generally believed that this essay was at least partly motivated by Stephen Gosson, a former playwright who dedicated his attack on the English stage, The School of Abuse… Read More ...

A Defense of Poesy
Lucinda Lax takes a look at one of the Galleries’ most important recent acquisitions and describes the complex programme of research that was undertaken to establish its authorship and dating.

A Jacobite Icon | Allan Ramsay’s Portrait of Prince Charles Edward Stuart
Castro's language is heavy with an accretion of detail and anecdote, sounding at times like the Georgics of Virgil. "Once droughts have been overcome," he began, "once hurricanes have been coped ...

Reports and Comment: Cuba
“I became worse.” That’s how double impeachment changed him, Donald Trump told a conservative audience in Dallas last weekend, without a trace of a smile. This was not Trump the insult comic ...

january/february 2005
If Florida is the manatee of swing states – huge, slow-moving and obvious – then North Carolina is like it’s native catamount – stealthy, surprisingly powerful and hard to track. The Tar ...

TRACKING THE CAROLINA PANTHER
Working with Virgil’s four-part poem “Georgics” and Antonio Vivaldi’s concertos “The Four Seasons” as models, Gottheim arranged his painterly compositions into four distinct sections ...

Horizons (1973)
The scroll carries the motto of Firth College, Rerum Cognoscere Causas (To Discover the Causes of Things; from Virgil's Georgics II, 490). The coat of arms should not be confused with the University's ...

History and heritage
There are several categories of books on gardens and gardening: ancient texts such as Virgil’s Georgics and Pliny the Younger’s Letters describing his two villas, medieval and Renaissance herbals and ...

Cultural horticulture
At the heart of RAU is its motto "Avrorum Cultus Pecorumque", a quote from Virgil’s Georgics, which means "Caring for the Fields and the Beasts". This motto aims to reflect the university's commitment ...

Royal Agricultural University
The poet Virgil remains the most significant and influential figure in Latin literature, and this expanded and updated Companion covers his life, work, and reception from antiquity to the present. The ...

The Cambridge Companion to Virgil
Virgil hated the instability. The wars affected everyone, even simple farmers. Forced to fight, their farms fell into neglect and ruin. In the “Georgics”, he mourned the ruined countryside.

John Dryden called Virgil's Georgics, written between 37 and 30 B.C.E., "the best poem by the best poet." The poem, newly translated by the poet and translator David Ferry, is one of the great songs, maybe the greatest we have, of human accomplishment in difficult--and beautiful--circumstances, and in the context of all we share in nature. The Georgics celebrates the crops, trees, and animals, and, above all, the human beings who care for them. It takes the form of teaching about this care: the tilling of fields, the tending of vines, the
raising of the cattle and the bees. There's joy in the detail of Virgil's descriptions of work well done, and ecstatic joy in his praise of the very life of things, and passionate commiseration too, because of the vulnerability of men and all other creatures, with all they have to contend with: storms, and plagues, and wars, and all mischance.
One of the greatest poems of the classical world, Virgil�s Georgics is a glorious celebration of the eternal beauty of the natural world, now brought vividly to life in a powerful new translation. �Georgic� means �to work the earth�, and this poetic guide to country living combines practical wisdom on tending the land with exuberant fantasy and eulogies to the rhythms of nature. It describes hills strewn with wild berries in �vine-spread autumn�; recommends watching the stars to determine the right time to plant seeds; and gives
guidance on making wine and keeping bees. Yet the Georgics also tells of angry gods, bloody battles and a natural world fraught with danger from storms, pests and plagues. Expansive in its scope, lush in its language, this extraordinary work is at once a reflection on the cycles of life, death and rebirth, an argument for the nobility of labour and an impassioned reflection on the Roman Empire of Virgil�s times. Kimberly Johnson�s lyrical verse translation captures all the rich beauty and abundant imagery of the original, re-creating this
ancient masterpiece for our times.

Part agricultural manual, part political poem and allegory, Virgil's Georgics restores to life the sights, sounds, and textures of the ancient Italian landscape.
This highly acclaimed book was, when it was first published in 1969, the first complete book in English devoted to the Georgics of Virgil, of which Mr Wilkinson provides a comprehensive survey. With careful scholarship and shrewd verbal and stylistic analysis combined with sober common sense, he deals with Virgil's early life, the conception of the poem and its composition and structure. He also examines the poem's intellectual ancestry, studies its literary, philosophic, political and agricultural aspects and finally deals with its fortunes
from classical times to the present day. Prose translations of quoted passages make this book accessible to readers other than students of classics.
The Georgics has for many years been a source of fierce controversy among scholars of Latin literature. Is the work optimistic or pessimistic, pro- or anti-Augustan? Should we read it as a eulogy or a bitter critique of Rome and her imperial ambitions? This book suggests that the ambiguity of the poem is the product of a complex and thorough-going engagement with earlier writers in the didactic tradition: Hesiod, Aratus and - above all - Lucretius. Drawing on both traditional, philological approaches to allusion, and modern theories of
intertextuality, it shows how the world-views of the earlier poets are subjected to scrutiny and brought into conflict with each other. Detailed consideration of verbal parallels and of Lucretian themes, imagery and structural patterns in the Georgics forms the basis for a reading of Virgil's poem as an extended meditation on the relations between the individual and society, the gods and the natural environment.
Presents a popular introduction to Virgil's Georgics for the general reader.
A masterful new verse translation of one of the greatest nature poems ever written. Virgil's Georgics is a paean to the earth and all that grows and grazes there. It is an ancient work, yet one that speaks to our times as powerfully as it did to the poet's. This unmatched translation presents the poem in an American idiom that is elegant and sensitive to the meaning and rhythm of the original. Janet Lembke brings a faithful version of Virgil's celebratory poem to modern readers who are interested in classic literature and who relish reading
about animals and gardens. The word georgics meansfarming. Virgil was born to a farming family, and his poem gives specific instructions to Italian farmers along with a passionate message to care for the land and for the crops and animals that it sustains. The Georgics is also a heartfelt cry for returning farmers and their families to land they had lost through a series of dispiriting political events. It is often considered the most technically accomplished and beautiful of all of Virgil's work.
Presents a popular introduction to Virgil's Georgics for the general reader.
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